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FLX & MICROSCOPE TABLE COMBO CATALOG

FLX 
Description

The FLX Back-to-Back Services bench revolutionizes lab 
furniture with its component-welded steel frame and 
knock-down design (flat-packed for simplified shipping). 
Assembly is a breeze, requiring only 6 bolts. 

This innovative bench addresses common lab challenges 
head-on. The back-to-back service bench has an option 
with adjustable shelves. Integrated wire management 
troughs conceal electrical cords and services, maintaining a 
clean aesthetic. FLX seamlessly integrates with overhead 
service panels and allows for flexible service line routing, 
both above and below the bench. 

Universal single-configuration parts ensure ease of use 
and installation, while back-to-back configurations require 
just a worksurface and a support frame with legs. This 
modular approach minimizes freight and installation costs 
while maximizing space utilization and lab efficiency. FLX 
empowers labs to repurpose and reconfigure their layout 
quickly and effortlessly, adapting to evolving needs. 

Maximize Configurability: 
FLX offers unmatched adaptability. Single-sided units can 
be easily converted to double-sided configurations with the 
purchase of a convenient add-on kit, providing even more 
flexibility for your lab's layout. 

Seamless Microscope Integration: Connecting two FLX 
units is a specially designed, height-adjustable table that 
functions flawlessly as a microscope table. The ergonomic 
curved form allows for comfortable use of the microscope in 
both seated and standing positions. 

Back-to-Back Services Bench 
with Height Adjustable 
Microscope Table
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Unique Design Elements 

84H shared spine, used to route power/data/services 

above or below the worksurface 

Worksurfaces on double-sided units are 

independently adjustable at 30", 36", and 42" AFF 

Specifications as Seen at Neocon

0.75" Black Phenolic (Worksurface) 

Black Texture Steel, BK59 (Frame) 

39.94

80.26

32.64
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Surface Options

Phenolic Resin Countertops

Gray WhiteBlack

Frame Options

Phenolic Resin Countertops

Shelf Material Options

Standard Accessories 

HPL, LPL, Phenolic

Steel Gray
T028-GR02

Gray
RAL7045

Steel Gray
T028-GR02

Black Sem-Glow
BK266

Epoxy Resin Countertops

Gray WhiteBlack

ESD Laminate

Gray WhiteBlack

High Pressure Laminate

Gray WhiteBlack

Stainless Steel Countertops

Stainless Steel 

8, 12, 16, 24 plug power strips  

Electrical, plumbing, and 2 channel data power raceways 

Plumbing kit which includes Gas Valve, fittings, and 10ft hose that plugs into ceiling panel 

Standard adjustable leg kit 

Up to 4 gas types  

Ceiling panel 
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